
Tricule Down & Matroids -We will show unforests are as good of

an HDX as spanning trees (n= (verts 1 - 1)

Remark: For inforests, we no longer

mancompariso have In is half-plane stable!

*ledown orbrushorration Matroids

([n],(2(n))
- We showed spanning trees are -

independent sets

good HDX= DU walk mixes - Axiom 1: FtI, 621 =>60.
in 8 (Iverfs1) time.

- Aliom2: FsJc), IK IHIE

-20) -+ 1.6. IUSeTE,- How about heforestswith
a edges

Note: Maximal sets have same size n.
we call them bases. I

even poly-time sampling was open till 2019. called ranu



Example (Graphic Lem:If we truncate matroid to sets

of size It for somet, we
[n] - edges still have matroid is

zacyclic subsets corollary: 7matroid whose bases are

Axiom 1 - beforests of a graph.
Alion 2: 161)151 =) some edge of 6

must stick out of a cc.of 5.
Thm: If M is uniform over bases
of a matroid
i Im 19concave

Example (Linear) d

very good 16 DX

[A-Lin-OveisGharanWinzart
[n] = vectors I

⑤ I (Branden-DuhY
I

=lin.ind subsets d
Vi-UntH Corollary: DecIrlM)>, k.DacIrDax"MPxx)

Axiom 1

Axiom 2: 161 > 151 => some rector in
Covilary: DU walk mixes in f(x) time.

6 must stick out of spant.



=>dist of st

strategy: MT
if spcond 3x Trickle Down [Oppenheim]

- Prove for k=2 It=x
t

Let me be dist on (3) and-

-

- Use trickle-down for general l p", -it be son cord on

loss-, nes respectivelyTrickle-Down (Informal): If M,-, Mn
F

↑linus Let p =MP2x1 Then
have nocontraction >> I has

4contraction. m= p,m + - com
& d*perator decomposition of measure

Remarn: If i is (unif.over bases of
a matroid, so are its linus Mp

Let us relate cor (M) = 1E[1,1,]-IENISESTS
to cor(M), -,car(Mn)Proof: Trivial to check axiomsB We have

IEnCTs]= 0, lEpRTs]+--Y OnEmnCTs]

Fm[1sTJ -plEnCTsisT]+-cPnECIs's]



cov(M) - IF,CovImi] = cor(M)= M - EppT =>

&.p.lEmiCisTIERs]"-IESTsJIEnSTs Ecor (m) diag(p)"cor(M =
kpT

Mdiag(p)"my- retol"m
Claim: This is incor(M)diag(p)"corsm)! Ooo* inpointson
Proof: &

symmetric.. d

Let m =lEnCTsTs]. Ther kp A

IEmiCTs]-M Nesium Now i
=m diag(p)m-p

So we have lEM,IEm[Ts]T
I

T
&p. lEmiSTs]lEmiCis]=[piMo = So we have the recurrence

↳Mdiag(p)"M. We now computer cor(M) = Ei p(cor (mi)] +
COU(M) diag(p'cor (M)

kZ



Now suppose each it is a grodox:
So if we call

car/mi)3 Cdiag (ssmsy3) *=Ediag(p)*CorCM)diag(p(*
↓

mori=61i
=0

Important: we can drop. Then

Then we get
x(c.F+

GV(d), C. IF.Iding (EmiKsi))7 + Note that eigenvalues of X satisfy the

oaglpicoranon
same inequality.

for CF), this means 13"+

liopCdiag (EmiSTs])] =rediag(p) =>X is either DI or X601.
I

=>lipIdiag (IFmiCIs-i])] = (n-1)diag(p) this means
disconnect

cannot happen to-m
=n'to"
↑k

mabroids different ground sets
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Conclusion: If CE) for linus 2 Question. Why are matroids of ranc 2

"No disconnect" then Cs for M. good ADX?

Remark: For larger C, the bound
Anwer: They are complete multipartite graphs.

we get for m is worse than

one bound for lines.

Open: Can we make it lossless in

*ofisolatebroin
in

⑤

certain settings beyond matroids?

Since we can go from links to re

-) enough to show top lines MT Proof: Iguare isolatedvets
Forbidden combingin

for IT1=k-2 are good HDX. is an equivalence relationshipof
c

Equivalence classes: parts of partite graph.



So 9m(21xZTAs where Aeadj. Claim: Smtzl is half-plane-stable 2 thus

Ig-concave

A =- Proof: Suppose (uxivi Alutive to with

UERy". ThenI :O
uTAusvTAv and UTAv =o

Plaim: Xz(A) 10 Consider the 242 matrix
Proof:

uTAu nAv

A =

() -(
B= Ivia vipr3=(r7A(u v3

- B has at most $1 positive eig.
Kank 1 3o - B has at least 31 positive eig.

I
=>det(B)o -> (uTAn) (vTAr) S(uTA)2,X.

-

*



So we proved that if M is But note that(xxM
,

= x*M+

a matroid Mp for "top linest" are
Half-plant-stable -> half-plane-shable

half-plane-stable 2 thus 1.1gconcave
So we can apply trickle down by

xxM-
=>By tricule down

cov(M) & diag) mean (M))
So we just proved:
Thm: Matroids are 1.1g-concave

How about full Ig-concavity?
We need to show for NEIR, if
we love at XXM:

**MISS x (os*) M/s)
Ialso has

cov(x*M)15 diag (mean(xxM)



Coupling from the Past Idea: What if we "pretend" chain has

been running for a really long time
We saw techniques for des counting & we just compute current state
=>exact sampling! withoutsimulating all history?

question: Can we use Morror chains 60 Def) Grand coupling)
sample perfectly? Suppose P is a Marnor chain on 1

[Propp-Wilson]: Use coupling from the past. A distribution it on functions finer

Note that we cannot stop a chain at
is a grand coupling is (x1

a deterministic time hope we are |Pjc+)f(x) =y] =P(x,y)
fine.

Note that fitself is deterministic
once we sample it.



Example) Coloring (
=

xample (ferro sing
we sample vic and let - take Let mor [17"be a sat,
configuration 6 to 6 'where

forsomeecivaor6'(w) =6(n) OwfV
6'(v) = 9.} if c is valid

if not &90(011] uniformly. Let

Once we sample vic, & is fixed *1X be configs where X

&deterministic. is replaced with 1, I resp.

↓ maps X to either X, or X,
based on

ak)
-

Grand coupling for Metropolis m(x
+1) +M)X-p

Grand coupling for Glaubur.



Coupling from the past:
Note: The last property is why we go be

the past & not food
Let us sample i id.

= -2 7-3 --. from
Thm: Suppose coalescence happens wp. 1.

grand coupling and from
Then the output follows stationary dist.

Proof: Note that t.cofyo--(ee) is identically

9
=5070..- 01. 15

distributed to the output of the alg.

9(x) is a singleton we lit's just shift by one).
R

we call this coalescence so if X is this singleton we have
output it.

=(x) is identically distributed as X.
Note: 9+(x) =4x3-9++(x)= 5x3, the dist of x = U = U= UP

so the time I doesn't have I

to be the first.



Although coupling from the past is g(+-+1)
=9+)-x - - x)

very neat it is hard to check

coalescence.
Thm: In Aminign we coalesce

It is exp. large) with prob >

But there are tricks:
This was your HW.

Monotone coupling: Take grand coupling
for Glamber dynamics on fewer sing
=xercise: Because of ferro all f

are monotone. xxy* f(x)x f(U)

so to check coalescence, we simply
need to check


